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DSSI, Value Added Distributor, provides a wide range of products and
solutions to their business partners, complementing if necessary with presales, implementation and support services. Local intervention is
guaranteed by our specialized and vendor certified technical department,
this team includes professionals with solid experience in the IT market.
DSSI has been amplifying its area of influence, since it started its activity
in Portugal. Nowadays is in 6 countries and in 3 continents.

1.

Currently represents a set of vendors, which are the world’s leading
infrastructure IT companies:

STORAGE, BACKUP,
ARCHIVE AND SHARE

MONITORING AND
HELP DESK

NETWORKING

SECURITY AND
MOBILITY

CLOUD

2.

STORAGE, BACKUP, ARCHIVE AND SHARE

CODE42 develops the appropriate technology to
connect people with information through the
devices they use most, enabling continuous data
protection and secure access to information
Storage, Backup, Arquivo
e Partilha
through Endpoints, anywhere.

This data loss protection solution enables the
organization to track file movement between users.
CODE42 is the industry leader in endpoint backup,
serving over 35,000 businesses and already
protecting millions of devices worldwide.

Designed to aid in the virtualization process,
Nakivo Backup & Replication is a fast, reliable and
affordable data protection solution for Vmware
environments. The product is Vmware certified and
has received the highest level of approval Vmware Ready status.
Nakivo Backup & Replication offers a complete
data protection capability defined for VMware
virtualized environments, including local and offsite VM backup, replication, granular and instant
recovery, network acceleration, global data
replication, web user interface, AES-256
encryption, advanced reporting and Cloud
support.

3.

OwnCloud began with a keynote by Frank
Karlitschek at KDE Camp'10, where he talked
about the need for a free and self-contained open
source cloud. Two years later, he announced the
start of OwnCloud Inc.
OwnCloud is based on its own open source
community,eis Partilha
a self-service file synchronization
Storage, Backup, Arquivo
and application sharing platform. It allows you to
access and synchronize your files, contacts,
calendars and bookmarks across multiple devices.
This software is characterized by constant
innovation due to its community that supports much
of the development of the open source version and
its internal team of developers who work on
bringing together the needs of this community and
its corporate customers.
OwnCloud offers three types of subscriptions,
always annual for a minimum of 20 users:
- Standard
- Enterprise
- Custom

4.

Email is one of the essential day-to-day tool in
current communications, as is a crucial resource in
every company. With the increase in relevance of
this form of communication is necessary an
application that makes the management of emails
at the same time that guarantees user accessibility
anytime anywhere. The MailStore solution is an
email archive platform that accordingly to the
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system administrator
or user set policies archives
emails outside the server or into email files. This
archive can be accessed by the users though an
email client, mobile devices or through a web
browser.

5.

MONITORING AND HELP DESK

Riverbed Technology it is a performance IT
Company. Riverbed has a wide range of IT
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e Partilha
infrastructure
optimization solutions that allow
organizations to obtain a substantial improvement
in information access. These are:
SteelHead - Appliances and Virtual
Appliances, enable a robust Wan optimization
in remotes sites and in data centers;
SteelCentral - Integrated evaluation solution
and determined network accelerations, that
combines network visibility and a appliance
with the optimizing advantages of the
Steelhead;
SteelFusion – for ISCSI connections
optimization, that expands the virtual
datacenter to the limit of the subsidaries;
SteelConnect – An SD-WAN networking
solution for CloudCentric infraestrutures.

6.

SolarWinds was founded in 1999 with the purpose
of creating relevant solutions that make the work
of IT professionals easier. The tools that
SolarWinds offers are designed to solve and
simplify a wide number of IT management
challenges, whether these problems are associated
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with servers, networks, applications, storage or
virtualization.
Solutions available:
Network Performance - Effectively ensure
business critical network services through a
unified view of failures, performance,
availability, traffic, configurations among
others. SolarWinds is a performance
management software network that allows you
to monitor and manage your network
infrastructure;
App & Systems - Management software that
gives you instant visibility into all resources
that can affect the performance of your
applications;
Database Performance - Performance
problems are now easier to identify. SolarWinds
Database Performance Analyzer monitors SQL
Server, Oracle, Sybase and DB2 on both
physical and virtual servers;

7.

Security & Compliance - Simplify the difficult
task of maintaining, measuring and monitoring
security and compliance. SolarWinds Security
Information & Event Management (SIEM) is
designed to enable automation and a strong
situational awareness without the complexity of
competitive solutions.

AVTECH Software (AVTECH), is a North Amarican
corporation founded in 1988, is a computer
hardware and software developer and
manufacturer
aimed for the facilities monitoring.
Storage, Backup, Arquivo
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The main conditions monitored are: temperature,
humidity, power, flood / water leakage, smoke /
fire, air flow, room entry, motion, cameras and
more. AVTECH solutions:
Room Alert - allows users to remotely manage
Room Alert monitors. This powerful service
allows access from any mobile or internet
connected device;
Sensors - The seven primary threats of
facilities are: temperature, power, humidity,
flood, smoke, air flow and room entry. AVTECH
offers a variety of sensors and solutions to help
you monitoring this indicators.

8.

Device ManageR – Device ManageR is
AVTECH's all-in-one solution for the discovery,
management, monitoring, alerting, logging,
graphing, automatic action and more;
Network
Storage, Backup, Arquivo
e Cameras
Partilha- IP cameras for maximized
flexibility and monitoring environments in
buildings where network and power access may
be limited, Axis offers wired, wireless and PoE
options, scalable to meet your monitoring and
security needs. All cameras can be fully
integrated with AVTECH's Device ManageR
software.

9.

NETWORKING

Riverbed Technology it is a performance IT
Company. Riverbed has a wide range of IT
infrastructure optimization solutions that allow
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organizations
to obtain a substantial improvement
in information access. These are:
SteelHead - Appliances and Virtual
Appliances, enable a robust Wan optimization
in remotes sites and in data centers;
SteelCentral - Integrated evaluation solution
and determined network accelerations, that
combines network visibility and a appliance
with the optimizing advantages of the
Steelhead;
SteelFusion – for ISCSI connections
optimization, that expands the virtual
datacenter to the limit of the subsidaries;
SteelConnect – An SD-WAN networking
solution for CloudCentric infraestrutures.

10.

Cambium Networks provides service providers,
enterprises, government and military agencies, oil,
gas and utility companies, Internet service
providers, and public safety organizations with the
ability to build powerful communications networks,
enabling them to reach users within a 200
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kilometer radius across mountain tops to devices,
thus allowing them to intelligently manage their
commercial Wi-Fi infrastructure through cuttingedge network visibility and actionable analytics.

For over 30 years, Perle has answered the needs
of organizations in over 65 countries through
distributors who use highly qualified channel
partners to provide a service of excellence. Perle’s
product portfolio includes: Console Servers, Device
Servers, Terminal Servers, fiber optics converters,
industrial Ethernet Switches and Ethernet
Extenders.
These solutions are ideal for companies that need
to:
Establish network connections in several
places;
Transmit in a secure way confidential data;
Monitor and control remotely network servers
and appliances.

11.

Ubiquiti Networks designs network communication
platforms for everyone and everywhere. With over
10 million devices deployed in more than 180
countries, develops a high-performance network
technology to service providers and enterprises.
Ubiquiti is transforming the sub-networks of
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enterprises and communities with their platforms,
AirMax ™, UniFi ™, airFiber ™, airVision ™, MFI ™
and EdgeMAX ™, combining innovative technology
with the support of a global community of users to
eliminate barriers to connectivity.

12.

SECURITY AND MOBILITY

A European leader in digital infrastructure
security, wholly-owned subsidiary of Airbus
CyberSecurity, Stormshield portfolio includes three
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complementary product ranges for seamless
security:
Protection for industrial and IT networks
(Stormshield Network Security)
Protection for servers and workstations
(Stormshield Endpoint Security)
Protection for data (Stormshield Data Security)

Sophos has a broad range portfolio of security
solutions that goes from network protection to user
and server security. Sophos aims to transform
security infrastructures into a simpler and reliable
scenario in nowadays complex IT reality.

13.

Soliton is a leading provider that develops security,
broadcasting and embedded solutions, secure
mobile device management, mobile email and
mobile application solutions. The solutions
highlighted here are DME and MobiControl. DME
allows companies to have workers with the needed
mobility without compromising security and always
Storage, Backup, Arquivo
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giving the possibility of managing and controlling
the mobile devices. Soliton MobiControl is a
comprehensive enterprise mobility solution for
managing your entire fleet of mobile assets across
all operating systems. The centralized, web-based
management console provides total visibility and
full control of your corporate, shared and
personally owned mobile devices.

K7 Computing are one of the earliest and most
accomplished IT security companies protecting
more than 25 million clients worldwide against
threats to their IT environment. They are
recognized as a leader in providing safe and
secure computing experience for home users as
well as enterprise users across various industries.
Their flagship products—K7 Total Security and K7
Enterprise Security—are being used to protect
clients on almost every continent, and inside some
of the most securely protected and defended
organizations in the world.

14.

CODE42 develops the appropriate technology to
connect people with information through the
devices they use most, enabling continuous data
protection and secure access to information
through Endpoints, anywhere.
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This data loss protection solution enables the
organization to track file movement between users.
CODE42 is the industry leader in endpoint backup,
serving over 35,000 businesses and already
protecting millions of devices worldwide.

15.

CLOUD

At Wasabi they are storage specialists. Cloud
storage is all they do. They do it less expensively
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and faster. Over time they have realized that the
biggest challenge companies face with their data is
how to store it in an accessible, reliable and secure
way. The data that defines your business today,
and your success tomorrow, needs to be stored in
a universal storage product that serves almost all
of your cloud storage needs.

16.

TALK WITH US
ADRESS
Zoom Business Park
Edifício E, Piso 1, Escritório 3
Estrada de Paço de Arcos 2735-307
Agualva-Cacém
PHONE
(+351) 218 051 560
EMAIL
comercial@dssi.pt
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